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Editorial 

The original purpose of the North Star Chronicles was to keep the flame 

lit by the late Sheldon McGlone burning so that the local model railway 

community was kept apprised of developments/progress with respect to 

each member’s layout. For some reason there was a reluctance on the 

part of the people concerned to put pen to paper so the newsletter 

meandered off in a different direction. 

This month a return to the original intention is made with the North Star 

Railway being featured – a progress report if you like. For the record, the 

line was last featured in Volume 2 nos 9 and 10, September and 

October 2014 respectively. My how time flies! 

But before progress with the North Star Railway is described with 

respect to last month’s edition the Reverend John Borman, a keen 00 

British prototype modeller, has pointed out that one of the main 

advantages of 009 is that those who model in this scale and gauge have 

access to a huge range of 00 building kits. John’s layout in Westville well 
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worth a visit, features a short 009 section – a potato line comprising N 

scale track. 

The North Star Railway 

To review, this is a dual gauge – 45mm and 32mm line in the 

driveway/yard/garden of my home. I have many model railway books 

which contain a lot of useful information on how to plan your railway. 

Strangely, few if any provide what I consider to be a fundamental piece 

of advice namely use what you have got.  

It is true that in many cases there is a different approach to trackwork 

between the so called 16 millers and the gauge 1 fraternity. The former 

in most cases elect for ground level track and the latter raised track. 

There can be no doubt that raised track is easier to work with 

(experience talking!) Despite the fact that one of my gauges is 45mm i.e. 

gauge 1, I elected to go the ground level route. There were three main 

reasons for this: firstly my wife is a keen gardener and it would not have 

been fair to her to install a raised layout and spoil the garden aesthetics; 

secondly allied with this, I wanted to build a garden railway rather than a 

railway in a garden; thirdly the use what you have got principle was 

applied. 

In NSC Volume 2 no 9 I described how a convenient brick border in the 

driveway became the base on which track was to be laid.  

Developments since October 2014 

In one sense not a lot has been achieved. The track has not extended 

beyond where it was a year ago. However it has now been laid properly. 

This involved lifting what had been positioned last year. Each of the 

ends of the outside brass rails – the 45mm track - had to be polished 

and conductive grease and new fishplates installed to ensure good 

conductivity. This is because the 32mm track will be used to run either 

steam or battery powered locos whereas the 45mm track will feature 

mainly electrically powered locos drawing electricity from the track. So 

far the measures taken to assure good conductivity have been 

successful with no measurable voltage drop over 30 metres.  

The big challenge which took a long time to overcome was how to 

secure the track to the brick. Several alternatives were tried, for example  

brass tacks nailed through the plastic sleepers into wooden and plastic 

plugs. This was successful but proved extremely time consuming. Next a 

glue gun was tried. This seemed successful until the heat of the sun and 
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more particularly moisture separated the glue from the brick. That was 

the bad news. The good news is that the track held its curvature. If the 

“floating” track becomes a problem (the glue can be melted with a small 

blowtorch and persuaded to re-attach itself to the brick) ballast in the 

form of crusher fines can be used to fix it permanently. This was the 

approach adopted with my previous layout in the garden. 

But the final solution for which I am indebted to Chris de Witt was to use 

silicon as the sleeper to brick adhesive. Only small quantities are 

required and as they say ‘sticks like crazy’. (There is no reason why this 

technique should not be used as a substitute for pins when securing HO 

track to a cork base). 

So phase 1A is virtually complete and trains are running on the track.  

 
To date the layout is nearly flat which is preferable for live steam locos. 

Nearly is the appropriate word. There is a slight incline on the section 

coming up the driveway but even live steam locos should be able to 

The bricklaying for 

phase 1B (down the 

driveway) has been 

undertaken using the 

pavers that become 

surplus when beds 

were installed for 

phase 1.               

The next tasks are 

building and laying 

track thereon and 

evolving a method of 

track crossing the 

driveway. This will 

probably involve the 

use of removable 

LGB girder bridges 
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handle this. Once a practical system (removable bridges?) has been 

evolved for crossing the driveway the next big section in the garden 

should be absolutely flat. 

LGB (Lehmann Gross Bahn or Lehmann Big Railway) 

Awareness of LGB seems to be restricted in the model railway 

community. As this is the main motive power for the line and for those 

who are unaware of this segment of the market herewith a short 

description. The source (pretty much as usual) is Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LGB_(trains)  

Founded in1881 as a metal fabrication shop in Brandenburg by Ernst 

Paul Lehmann the business expanded into metal toy manufacture in 

1910. After the Second World War when Brandeburg became part of 

East Germany the founding family fled to the West and recommenced 

toy manufacture in Nuremburg.  

Production of LGB (Lehmann Gross Bahn) now commonly referred to as 
‘G’ scale was started in 1968.  The cynic might observe that ‘toy’ is the 
applicable word. Although the first loco ‘Stainz’ based on an Austrian 
prototype was relatively true to scale, subsequent models did not 
necessarily fit that description. The problem was while the gauge was 
uniform (45mm, the same as gauge 1 but note the rail code at 332 while 
very strong  was way over scale), the scale of the locos was not. The 
prototype of ‘Stainz’ was metre gauge and the model built to 1:22.5 
scale.  
Prototype of LGB ‘Stainz’ 
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As the popularity of LGB grew outside Europe and particularly in the 
USA models were sought based on 3’ gauge and then standard gauge 
but they all had to run on the same gauge and had to navigate extremely 
tight curves in many instances resulting in dimensional compromises. 
The scales of the models can vary from 1:20 to1:32. 
LGB model of ‘Stainz’ - one of the numerous colour variations 
which have been manufactured over the years 

 
However the locos and rolling built in Germany do share one overriding 
feature – the quality of the components results in robust equipment and 
extreme durability. Furthermore the 7 pole Buhler motor fitted to LGB 
locos provides strong pulling power.  
Despite often being used outside in demanding weather conditions (rain, 
snow and high temperatures) the locos and rolling stock have proved 
extremely durable. Normally all that is required is infrequent lubrication 
(of course usage dependent) and the occasional replacement of 
electrical pick-ups and traction tyres. 
Despite the scale compromises the quality and durability of LGB and the 
ability to be used in all weathers resulted in the brand becoming 
extremely popular in the USA. It is true to say that LGB was largely 
responsible for the growth in the garden railway hobby in there. 
Those who are interested can read about the relatively recent 
bankruptcy of LGB and the move of production from Nuremburg in 
Germany to Hungary from the Wikipedia website. 
For 15 or so years I have had a few LGB locos and rolling stock but 
nowhere permanent on which to run them. As with the rest of the hobby, 
technology has moved on. The original German manufactured locos and 
rolling stock were robustly built and therefore arguably more desirable 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMWX-4a87sgCFUi_FAodSEQAzw&url=http://www.justgardenrailways.co.uk/lgb-20211-g-scale-stainz-loco-no3-brand-new-never-run/&psig=AFQjCNHJ_0qYFoBv8SRSGEJvnNP3T4PGpg&ust=1446440750530048
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than some of the recent pre bankruptcy of Lehman models built in China 
and post bankruptcy of Lehman/Marklin items built in Hungary. So in 
some cases it was preferable to buy the older models and retrofit the 
MTS/Massoth decoders to convert to digital operation. With the 
assistance of Mike Leppan, the South African LGB agent located in 
Cape Town, this is the approach I have adopted.  
Until recently I had no intention of becoming more involved with LGB but 
advancing years and diminishing eyesight and some highly desirable 
items becoming available from an estate changed this. In simple terms 
the long term plan now is to lay a dual gauge track around the house. 
The 32mm tracks will mainly be devoted to live steam and radio 
controlled battery locos while the 45mm tracks will mainly be devoted to 
operating electrically powered LGB. The word operate is used advisedly. 
Given the fact the locos are now digital equipped and rolling stock fitted 
with Kaydees there is no reason that once the track has been fully laid 
that as with Durban Modular Railroaders a proper operating system 
(refer NSC Vol 1 no 5 – May 2013 for details) with timetables, car cards 
and waybills cannot be implemented. The main hurdle to be overcome in 
achieving this situation is building dual gauge points. That will be the 
main priority once the track has crossed the driveway and entered the 
garden. I think I know how my leisure time will be spent this forthcoming 
Christmas holiday……… 
Control panel: digital on left, analogue on right, common 
transformer in the middle. Throttle plugs into Ethernet socket in left 
hand box. Double pole double throw switch controls the power 
source. 
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LGB track cleaner doing its thing – also digital control 

 
Denver South Park & Pacific train pulled by a Mogul (a 1980s LGB 

item updated with MTS decoder). 
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White Pass and Yukon CoCo – prototype built by Montreal Loco 

Works in 1971. MLW was owned by Alco itself owned by 

Worthington. 

 
 

Take the train! 

 


